
Accuracy: The percentage of work a
student correctly completes. 

Duration: The amount of time a student
engages in a task or behavior.

Frequency: How often an event or 
behavior occurs in a given time segment. 

Rate (speed): How quickly something 
occurs within a given timeframe. 

Latency: Measures the amount of time
between two behaviors or actions.

Intensity: Collected using Likert scales to
show feelings or emotions. 

Data Drives Change
Data has the power to influence decision-making, shift action, and prove what’s working or

what’s not. Educators make daily instructional and classroom adjustments to support students
with special needs, but it’s difficult to know what works for each unique learner. This month’s

newsletter shares data collection best practices for evaluating the effectiveness of adaptations
and gives a sneak peek of Accomods' latest feature!
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Data Types for Evaluating Adaptations
Use the below six data indicators to verify an adaptation’s effectiveness. 6

Learn More

Learn more about collecting data to verify the effectiveness of adaptations here. 
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https://actiondriveneducation.com/
https://actiondriveneducation.com/data/
https://accomods.com/


Download
your

template!
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New Feature
Action Driven Education is excited to share the newest Accomods feature…

Accomods’ Adaptation Data Form!
Your customizable accommodation and
modification data collection form is now
available on the Accomods’ Plan screen!
Saving time and collecting better data just
got easier – simply add an adaptation to
your plan and instantly print your three-
week data collection form!

Proving the Effectiveness of Adaptations

Rosie is a departmentalized fifth-grade science teacher who has built her classroom around
hands-on learning opportunities for her students. Because she believes so strongly in the
importance of her subject, she’s been working to find even more ways to get the most from the
students, especially those with special needs, in her engaging class. As a result of her unique
class, Rosie observes different needs from her students than her colleagues so she is able to
plan appropriate adaptations for her class that may not be needed in other settings. 

One student in particular, Oliver, has difficulty staying engaged during learning because he is
easily distracted by others. This looks like Oliver often getting in trouble, not completing hands-
on assignments, and getting lower test grades. To get the most from Oliver, Rosie knows she
needs to put an accommodation in place but given the busy nature of her classroom, she needs
to be certain her efforts are working.

Tell me the story...

https://actiondriveneducation.com/accomods-adaptation-data-form/
https://actiondriveneducation.com/
https://accomods.com/
https://actiondriveneducation.com/snowflakes-children-classrooms-every-one-is-different/


Keep 
Reading!
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What’s the context?
Nobody, especially a busy hardworking educator, wants to waste time or energy on fruitless
efforts. Collecting data is the best way to verify which actions and adaptations work best for
each student (not to mention, data collection in special education is required by law).

Duration data to determine the amount of time Oliver works without distraction or how long
his distraction lasts.
Frequency data to identify how many times Oliver gets distracted in a class period or how
often Oliver completes an assignment.
Accuracy data to see if the accommodation changes his performance on tasks and tests.

What’s the best data to collect? With six types to consider, Rosie might collect the following:

The data Rosie chooses to collect depends on
both Oliver’s needs and the accommodations
she plans to implement. And, because she’s
implementing the accommodation in her own
room and not as a part of the entire IEP team,
she can also select a method that fits well in
her classroom.

Get to the point…
To verify an adaptation’s impact, follow a process that:  

identifies the presence of a need

determines data to be collected

collects baseline data

collects implementation data

proves or revises effectiveness of effort

Click Me!

https://actiondriveneducation.com/
https://accomods.com/
https://actiondriveneducation.com/data/


The story continues...

Before implementing the accommodations, Rosie begins by
collecting baseline data that shows 4.7 redirections each
period when averaged per day for a week. She then meets
with Oliver to explain the accommodations and how she
believes they will help him to focus during class.

After implementation, Rosie collects the same frequency data
and notices that her redirections dropped to 1.5 per class as a
weekly average! Rosie knows the accommodations she’s
using to support Oliver are working so she shares her data
with the rest of the IEP team! Even more impressive is that she
notices Oliver’s grade in her class has also improved because
of his ability to complete assignments. 
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Rosie decides she’s going to start with two accommodations to support Oliver: B6-Seat student
to reduce distractions and B5-Seat student close to a positive role model. 

To verify how well the adaptations work, Rosie decides to collect data on the number of
redirections (frequency) she provides to Oliver each period. Collecting this type of data is a
fluid activity for Rosie, as she always circulates the classroom while her students are working. 

Be action-driven...
 Research and explore the types of data you may collect.
 Jump into Accomods and explore our new Adaptation Data Form.
 Learn more about the adaptations data collection process.   
 Share your data with others!

1.
2.
3.
4.

Featured Accommodation:
B40-Use proximity to control misbehavior and support learning
is a wonderful way to guide a child to success because
proximity helps focus a child on instruction, especially when
they are easily distracted!

https://www.accomods.com/dashboard
https://actiondriveneducation.com/
https://accomods.com/
https://actiondriveneducation.com/data/
https://actiondriveneducation.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/B40-%E2%80%93-Use-proximity-to-help-control-misbehavior-and-support-learning.pdf

